May

*Ngozi Agwaziam
Attended The Cultural Studies Association meeting in Chicago to speak in a session in the Division of Culture and War.

*Irfan Ashraf
Attended the Cultural Studies Association in Chicago to do a presentation on Burma.

Cade Bursell (CP)
Attended the Experiments in Cinema Conference in Albuquerque to exhibit her film *Salt Lines*

June:

Hong Zhou (CP)
Will attend the 17th New York City Picture Start Festival, where he is a finalist in the Screenplay Competition for his screenplay “Clear Dream”

*Delwar Hossein
Will attend the International Communication Association to present is paper *Network TV Micro Framing of Bush v. Obama: A Longitudinal Lexical Analysis of Relative News Bias*

John Hochheimer (RTD)
Will attend IAMCR to present his papers *The Making of Meaning as Creative Destruction* and *The Spirals of Voices: The Spiritual Foundations of Media Action and Political Engagement in Multiple Dimensions”*. 

Kavita Karan (SoJ)
Will present three papers at the International Communication Association (ICA) conference in London from 17-22 June

Marketing Bollywood: Integrating Traditional and Digital Media Strategies to Reach Local and Global audiences

Chang Sup Park & Kavita Karan- Political Engagement via Mobile Communication: Unraveling the Effects of Political Trust and Efficacy on Political Participation in South Korea

Also, at EELTECH India 2013 – National Conference on E-Learning and E-Learning Technologies on 28-29 June, 2013 in Hyderabad, India. The title of her presentation is - Online Education: As Universities go Online, are Students getting the Right Learning Experiences.

**Dean Dafna Lemish**
Will attend the International Communication Association annual meeting in London in June presenting the following:

*The Bridge and the Barrier: The Challenges of Language Use in Communication Research* - Closing Plenary participant

*Inhibiting Two Worlds: The Role of News in the Lives of Jewish and Arab Children and Youth in Israel* Paper presentation, and

*Getting to Know You": Students Meeting Children* - pre-conference presentation.

**Peter Lemish (SoJ)**
Will attend the Community University Canada meeting as representative of the Midwest Knowledge Mobilization Network.

**Chang Su Park**
Will attend the International Communication Association in London to present on *Social media, political efficiency and political engagement.*

**Deborah Tudor (Associate Dean)**
International Communication Association will attend the International Association of Media and Communication Research Conference in Dublin, Ireland to present her paper *Decorative Cosmopolitanism: The Future’s so Bright we have to wear Shiny Clothes.*

**July**

**Kavita Karan (SoJ)**
Will attend the National Conference on e-Learning and e-Learning Technologies in Hyderabad, India to present her paper Online Education: As courses go online, do students get the right learning experience?

**H.D Motyl (RTD)**
"Cowboy Christmas", a feature-length documentary by Associate Professor H.D. Motyl, will be making its world premiere at the Madrid International Film Festival in Spain in the first week of July. Motyl will attend the festival with Alicia Healy, who was the Director of Photography, and Alex Kirt, an MFA candidate in MCMA, who wrote the original music for the film.